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About This Game

'Shoot Stuff, Jump Stuff, Bomb Stuff'

Horizon Shift is an explosive wave based, single screen shooter, with a ton of new ideas and platformer elements.

Do what it takes to protect your horizon from the ever encroaching enemy attack!
Use the unique risk reward multiplier system to maximise power-ups, build your bomb and destroy EVERYTHING!

Horizon Shift also features an amazing pulse pounding soundtrack produced by Jason Heine of Heine House Entertainment.
These original compositions are a fusion of House, Electronica and Chiptune.

Features

 7 different game modes and a ton of options to customise your experience

 A unique risk reward multiplier system

 Pulse pounding soundtrack produced by Jason Heine

 Epic boss battles and bonus rounds
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 An original blend of classic arcade shooter and platforming
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Title: Horizon Shift
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Flump Studios
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 29 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Intel Graphic

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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One of best locos in the TS
An icon for DB passenger service
Sound:Windblowers,Tractionmotors,horn,not the rubbish recycle sound,but the exactly the replica of the real 101,like the videos
on youtube.

Performance:Extremely Good\uff01
Supercar like acceleration depressive speed even with 16 Mk3a SLEP or 14 Avmz coach\uff0cjust using 150kN half of the full
power.

Outlooking: Simple but catchy,especially the sloped face and the skirt panel,ensure aerodynamic. I'd Still Smash fam I mean
Adam dosen't know what he's missin. I was interested by the bad reviews, so I tried this one out and liked it a good bit. You
have to build buildings around a hotel that your co-owner and mafia jerk is trying to destroy for insurcance money. It's basically
tower defense, but it has some nice variety with very level changing the formula a bit to keep things fresh. It's prety hard, too.
For five bucks, it's a pretty neat little thing if you don't mind more repetitive stuff.. -I am going to be plain. This is a book. A
book with choices in it that draw you into the story and lore of the world more so than a normal book.

-So yes...I do recomend this. I loved the story because I felt like I was that Dragoon officer. They don't exagerate the whole
"VAST UNSTOPPABLE POWER! OF YOUR IMGANATION" thing.

-This is a great story to get sucked into.

-10\/10! Books are cool again!. I'm not saying the game is overpriced, but I don't think it's worth your time. There are hundreds
or maybe thousands of free browser puzzlers (or cheap ones on Steam) that have way more meat and better QoL.

Design:
- It's a very, very straightforward game. Almost all of the challenge here comes from speed\/execution, not the puzzles. I beat all
40 levels in 20 minutes.
- In AT LEAST a third of the levels, you can straight-up ignore 50%-80% of the elements. I can sort of see how the developer
intended these levels to work, but for any level that has more than like 10 things on the screen, there are obvious paths that let
you skip a lot of it.

QoL:
- Rotation is backwards!! Right should move all the notches clockwise, and left should move them counterclockwise. Idk, none
of the other reviews mention this so maybe I'm just crazy, but I feel like it's objectively wrong. If you die to this in regular play
it's not a big deal, but in One Chance mode I ended up checking which way I needed to rotate before every "throw". Even after
90+ minutes of playing my "instinct" was to rotate the wrong way (the way that makes sense). The "right=clockwise" thing is
just so ingrained in me from other games that use rotation. Even if you flip the controls in the box that comes up before the
game launches, it doesn't actually change in-game.
- You can't see if the ball's about to thrown left or right. I can see the argument that this makes the game a bit harder, but I don't
think the loss of clarity is worth it. Edit: Actually, you can. In the top-right there are 4 arrows that show the possible throw
directions. I was thinking more like having 2 arrows on the ball, but I guess this works.
- The default color scheme is pretty garish, and Night Mode doesn't persist (so you need to re-toggle every time you enter the
game). But at least Night Mode is beautiful. Definitely play with that on.
- The positioning of some of the elements is weird (it's not on a grid like you might expect). Sometimes it's not easy to see if the
ball is going to collide with a big circle (you die if this happens) so it's not immediately clear if some solutions are possible. Also
some of the "WinBoxes" aren't centered on the ball, doesn't affect anything but it does annoy me a little bit lol

It took me 20 minutes to beat the initial game. One Chance mode took a bit under 2 hours, but admittedly I was playing
preeeetty badly. If you're on the ball there's probably 90 minutes of total content in rOt. Like I said, it's a fair asking price but
eh, there were better uses of my time.

Oh, and heads up: one of the other reviews mentions that One Chance mode is "roguelike" and I just want to say this is
definitely not the case. Part of the reason I bought this is because I thought One Chance had randomly generated levels, but what
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it actually is is the first 30 levels back-to-back, if you die you start over. It's not really close to "roguelike" or even "roguelite".
This isn't the developer's fault ofc, just clarifying. Awesome Game. Perfect for a quick blast before breakfast!!
Cheap at twice the price!!. I have many hours played in the board-game and this is a pretty faithful adaption. It's a great solitaire
board-game that translates well to the PC. There's a few things I wish it would do (e.g., keep the virus and store tabs open by
default), but overall it plays really well. No crashes either.. If you enjoy strategy games that pose varying levels of difficulty (if
sentinels are involved then it gets a lot tougher) then this may be a game for you. Personally, the custom character creation is my
favourite part of game. Then comes the fact that every level you encounter has a COMPLETELY different layout, unknowing
of what may lay behind every door and if the decision to open a door or blast open a door may:

1. Get your Deadnaut 'decapitated' by a sentinel.
2. Get your Deadnaut dragged away and torn to ribbons.
3. Become susceptible to a horde of enemies.

. . . and etc. One of the greatest elements this game poses is the feeling of unknowing what lies behind every door, or what may
be in the very room your deadnauts are searching. It can feel like no one is ever safe and pulls it off very well.. Visually, there's
little variety in this pack, but the pictures are pretty enough. This Game is especially awesome when your real name is Tyler like
me! This game is a puzzle platform game. You try to connect each point of the same colour together, which raises platforms to
allow you to reach the keys. Its basically a 3D version of the game "Flow" on the iphone\/android app stores. It only costs 4$, so
its kinda worth it, especially if your name is TYLER! :)
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\udb40\udc21. If this game had a flavor, it would be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665flavored. Great game, had a lot of
fun playing it. There are some archery games for the vive, and I really like the style of this one over the others.

The characters are interesting and varied (mages, goblin throwing big beasts, etc).

I also enjoyed the powerup arrows. Freezing all the bad guys was really fun and saved me a few times.

Definitely a game worth getting.. A fun place to hangout at in VR.. I already played the beta and the version on the Gamescom
last year. Back then the game was already quite polished, but it is no comparison to the version I just played. The controls are
super snappy, the effects are awesome and it is just a lot of fun to take on multiple enemy players at once and cut them in
pieces.

In the beginning it takes some time to fully understand the depth the game offers, with all the clan features and possibilities to
team up, but the fast paced combat got me directly from the start. It is hard to explain, but it kinda plays like a cross breed of a
shooter and a fast MOBA game, but in top down view.

I can definitely recommend the game to everyone who likes fast, intense fights and battle other clans with friends.

Enjoy!. This shouldn't be on Steam, it's a flash game. Everything is just bad..... This product is worth i recommend buying this if
you want to get good cards dont worry about VIP points you can get a lot of good cards i got blazekin and blood demon both fire
which is a good set you can get blood demon and blazekin inside the game for free 95% by playing everyday. I dont want to
reveal the epic pack yet i will open the epic pack once i buy the epic and grand dlc good luck opening packs.. While this is just
Talion's outfit before he was killed at the Black Gate at the start of the game it is nice to have it in the open world. Would have
prefered it to be an unlockable, but for a dollar I can't complain to much.
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